
Creating a spine for 
road-matching

Background

Wejo’s unique data, curated from multiple manufacturers with millions of active connected vehicles, 

lets traffic solution providers build more complete models of road conditions and travel trends. In 

order to monitor traffic behaviour, our pipelines have to accurately identify which road each vehicle 

is travelling on, in near real time, across billions of data points every day - a process known as 

map-matching.

Map-matching connected car data can only be successful if the GPS coordinates of the vehicle 

align relatively closely with the roads defined in the underlying road spine. Each road in the map 

is defined as a list of coordinates (or road geometry), and these need to accurately follow the 

real-world position of roads and intersections (ensuring we use the same projection!), and keep 

updated with any latest construction work that is taking place on the road network.

Curating road geometries for map-matching

Wejo makes use of OpenStreetMap (OSM) for its road geometries. We have found that in general, 

aside from a small number of data quality issues, the road geometries in OSM are sufficiently to 

allow accurate map-matching.

However there are some caveats which mean that OSM must be transformed before we can use it 

for map-matching:

Wejo’s method for modifying OSM



Requirement Reason
Requirement met in 
OSM

Must unique identify each 
road segment between 
two road intersections

When a connected car approaches an intersection at the 
end of a road segment, accuracy of map-matching can be 
improved by selecting the next road segment from a list of 
possible legal turns. This is made much easier if each road 
segment between intersections is treated as unique.
This is particularly relevant at a motorway slipway, where it is 
very difficult using a single data point to identify if a car has 
left the motorway (because the motorway and slipway are at 
similar headings) but looking back 1 or 2 data points allows 
you to be far more accurate.
It is much more easier to use these transitions if each road 
segment between intersections is identified uniquely. If road 
segments cover more than one road intersection, then it 
means that to identify legal turns at each intersection, you 
need a combination of both road segment identifier, and in-
tersection identifier, which is much more complex to manage.

No, OSM road segments 
cover multiple intersections.

Road segments must be 
unidirectional

Road segments need to be unidirectional because much of the 
metadata is unidirectional. For example, the traffic for a road 
segment is completely different in one direction to the other at 
busy times. A road going into a city will be busy in one direc-
tion in the morning, and busy in the opposite direction in the 
evening. In order to manage this, each road segment should 
be identified in one direction only.

No, most OSM road seg-
ments are bi-directional.

Road segments should 
not split between road 
intersections

In order to keep the road network as simple as possible, 
road segments should always be between two intersections, 
because if the car cannot leave the road, there is little point 
storing it as two separate road segments. The exception to this 
is if the underlying road metadata changes, such as road type 
or speed limit.

No, OSM has road seg-
ments that end mid-way 
between intersections.

Road segment and inter-
section identifiers should 
be consistent over time 
(where possible)

Lots of historical information is stored both against road 
segments and intersections. Where possible, these identifiers 
need to be consistent over time, so that, for example, the 
traffic on a road or intersection can be tracked over time. The 
exception to this rule is when a road is closed or added, or a 
new intersection is added that splits an existing road segment. 
In this scenario it should still be possible to link the road seg-
ments historically.

No, OSM identifiers for 
intersections and road 
segments can change over 
time..00

Road segments and in-
tersections should not be 
duplicated

Duplicate road segments (i.e. road segments which cover 
the same geometry) are only really possible if one road runs 
directly over another one on some kind of flyover. These are 
very difficult to separate using map-matching as the altitude 
component is virtually useless. However, using legal turns to 
identify a valid route may help. 
All other duplicate road segments, where there is no flyover 
and the geometry is the same should be removed, as it is 
impossible for the map-matching algorithm to differentiate 
between them.

No, OSM has (rare) dupli-
cate road segments, where 
longer, overlapping roads 
have been entered.

Road segments and 
intersections should be 
capable of being mapped 
onto any other road spine

This means that other map formats. such as Apple, Here and 
TomTom, can be interchanged with OSM derived road spines. 
This can only be done if the position of each intersection and 
road can be correlated between maps. Linear referencing, is 
an approach which identifies each road segment by:
• start/end long/lat (to typically 5/6 d.p.)
• start/end heading of road
• length

No, OSM identifiers do 
not natively support linear 
referencing 



Based on the requirements above, the road spine should:

• Have one road segment span exactly two intersections, or a intersection and the end of a road

• Support versioning of road segments

• Support linear referencing of the end points of each road segment, so that the road can be 

matched to other sources of road geometries, and so that traffic can be reported consistently 

over time

• Have one geometry only per road segment, to reduce data volumes

• But, have a separate identifier for each direction, so one way roads have one identifier for 

each road segment, and bi-directional roads have two identifiers, one for data points that are 

travelling in the direction of the geometry, and one for data points that are travelling in the 

opposite direction.

Transforming OpenStreetMap

Requirement Reason

Download 
OpenStreetMap PBF

The geofabrik website has daily updates of OSM for all countries in a custom protobuf (PBF) 
format.

osm-parquetizer
Convert PBF to Parquet

osm-parquetizer takes the PBF OSM files and converts them into three parquet files that can be 
read by Spark:
• ways - includes all road segments (also footpaths, railways)
id: long
version: integer
timesstamp: long
changeset: long
uid: integer
user_sid: string
tags: array
  element: struct
      key: string
      value: string
nodes: array
  element: struct

• nodes
id: long
version: integer
timesstamp: long
changeset: long
uid: integer
user_sid: string
tags: array
  element: struct
      key: string
      value: string
latitude: double
longitude: double

• relations - includes all groups of nodes (not currently used)

https://download.geofabrik.de/north-america.html
https://github.com/adrianulbona/osm-parquetizer


Requirement Reason

Extract nodes Extract the following fields from the nodes parquet file:

Column Type Notes

id Long

longitude Double

latitude Double

Column Type Notes

id Long

tags Array, [(String String)] Array of key value string 
pairs

nodes Array [Long]

Output 
Column

Type Derived Column

road_class String • If value for key highway starts with:
• motorway => Motorway
• truck => Trunk
• primary => Primary
• secondary => Secondary
• tertiary => Tertiary
• unclassified => Unclassified
• residential => Residential
• service =>

• if value of key service starts with:
• parking => Other
• driveway => Other
• drive-through => Other
• otherwise => Service

• living_street => Residential
• otherwise => Other

is_one_way Boolean If value for key oneway is:
• yes, 1, -1 or true => true
• no, 0 or false => false
• otherwise =>

• if value of key highway starts with:
• motorway => true

• if value of key intersection is:
• roundabout => true

• otherwise => false

Extract ways, tags and 
metadata

Extract the following fields from the ways parquet file:

Exclude any rows where the value of the highway tag is in:
• cycleway, track, rail, path, footway, disused, pedestrian, pier, subway, monorail, 

bridleway, steps, narrow_gauge, groyne, funicular, tram, light_rail, raceway, elevator, 
via_ferrata, corridor, street_lamp, street_sign, traffic_calming, traffic_island, access_
ramp, toll_gantry

The tags should be extracted as follows:



Output 
Column

Type Derived Column

maxspeed Integer value for key maxspeed, with any trailing mph 
removed

nodes Array[Long] if oneway is -1:
• reverse order of nodes

Requirement Reason

Associate nodes with 
ways

Join the output from the previous two steps by exploding the nodes column in the ways table 
and joining on the id to the nodes table.

Identify intersections A intersection can be identified as any node which is either the start or end of a way, or has 
more than one connecting way. Any node that has the same way coming in and going out is 
not a intersection.

De-duplicate intersections Merge any intersections which have the same latitude and longitude (to a fixed precision).

Create intersection 
identifier

Create unique linear reference for the intersection

Create road segments 
between intersections

Identify pairs of intersections which are linked by a way

Create road segment 
geometries

Generate the geometry for each pair of intersections

Create unidirectional 
road segments

For each pair of intersections, add a road segment for each permissible road direction

De-dupe unidirectional 
road segments

Remove duplicate road segments, where the start and end nodes are the same, the length 
is the same to one decimal place, and the entry and exit headings are the same, to one 
decimal place.

Create road segment 
unidirectional identifier

Assign a unique linear reference to the road segment based on the latitude and longitude of 
the start of the road segment (to a fixed precision) and the road start and end heading (to a 
fixed precision).



Requirement Reason

Create bi-directional 
segments

Group unidirectional roads that have the same geometry, removing duplicates and 
collecting the identifiers that represent each direction of travel



Glossary Description

Road segment An edge in the road network graph (see also “Way”).

Road spine Collective name for the network of all road segments and associated metadata.

Way
OSM specific term for road segment - an ordered sequence of nodes that approximates the 
curve of the road. May include metadata about the road such as speed limit, road type.

Node
OSM specific term for a point along a road segment, defined by a latitude, longitude and 
associated metadata.

Intersection
Any node which is either the start/end point of a road segment, or intersects two or more 
road segments.


